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So reads the dedication of William Peter Blatty’s 
Finding Peter, a deeply moving memoir that 

tests the bounds of grief, love, and the soul. Blatty, 
the bestselling author and Oscar Award–winning 
screenwriter of The Exorcist, lived a charmed 
life among the elite stars of Hollywood. His son 
Peter, born over a decade after The Exorcist, grew 
from an apple-cheeked boy into an “imposing 

young man with a quick, warm smile.” But when Peter died very suddenly from 
a rare disorder, Blatty’s world turned upside down. As he and his wife struggled 
through their unrelenting grief, a series of strange and supernatural events began 
occurring—and Blatty became convinced that Peter was sending messages from 
the afterlife. A true and unabashedly personal story, Finding Peter will shake the 
most cynical of readers—and it will remind those in grief that our loved ones do 
truly live on.

WILLIAM PETER BLATTY is the bestselling author of The Exorcist, which 
he turned into an Academy Award–winning screenplay. Blatty lives with his 
wife, Julie, in Bethesda, Maryland.

“For those who have 
lost a loved one to 
that liar and fraud 

named Death.”

NATIONAL MARKETING CAMPAIGN:

• National Television Campaign: Interviews on top-tier national 
television programs and Christian television programs.

• National and Local Radio Campaign: Interviews on shows where 
the author or Regnery has a great relationship, including the 
many talk shows and Christian radio shows that are produced 
by Regnery’s parent company, Salem Communications.

• National Print and Online Campaign: Op-eds, interviews, and 
excerpts in top newspapers and entertainment and Christian 
websites.

• Email Marketing: A series of emails to Regnery’s database  
of highly engaged conservative readers.

• Twitter and Facebook: Social media campaign on Regnery’s 
Facebook and Twitter accounts.

• Online Advertising: Google AdWords and Facebook advertising 
campaigns targeting fans of The Exorcist and other audiences.
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